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Nねら掲揚Ez,eniク管R,∫t.・ It can not be very
gratifying to the adherents of homceopathy in
this country that the enthusiasm which was aroused
by the propo料1 to erect a monument to Hahne-
mann has not been sufficient to bring the scheme
to a conclusion. ′A very fine design w料selected ;
the granite work has been cut, the sculpt調e cast
in bronze, and now architect, SCulptor and founder
are only waiting Ior the balance of the moneyto
hand the monument over to the pfOmOterS.
Meanwhile, a memOrial that would do honor fo
弧e cause and be an added o壷ament to Washing-
ton言s stored awa.y piecemeal in discreditable
obli読on.
The above clipping, Which is a statement of
absolute facts, Should stimulate tho調ght` if not‾
action. It-is a pity’indeed, tO See any WO緋hy
undertakirig fail frcim lack of intefest or enthusi-
asm to push it through ; muCh more then onght誼
to concern us who are o書homceopath壬c persuasion
that this plan for perpetuati暗the memory of the ~
father of Homceopathy has come to a standstill
simply from lack o子funds二
What is to be done about it? Someone would
better start the ball romng. Students, take it up !
‾Co11eges, take it up ! The STUDENT wi11 be glad
to recelVe guggeStions, COntributions, in short any」
thing that w糾help place the Hahnerunnnian mon-
ument on臆its teet。
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IT is s所prising how much can be leamed from
a medical dictionary. A large’generOuS, teChnical
vocabulary is a thing to be coveted. Indeed言t is
one of the physician,s chief weapons and one that
he can not a債ord to disregard. The abilityto use
the right word臆in臆the right plaCe can not be
acquired at a single jump; a VOCabulary is a sIow-
臆grOWing thing・ Only by e鮎ort ind watchfulness
can one gain command of a. creditable diction. If
a =dictionary habit,, is cultivated early in the
study of臆medicine the task is‾hot so great・ Each
new word can thus easily become fixed as soon as
うt is seen or heard and almost before one is aware
of it a vocabulary is founded・ The importance of
書o+ming such a habit can not be too strongly em-
phasized・ It is the little th王ngs in one’s profes-
sional career that are going to count, and although
medical terms do not strictly come under the head
of = 1ittle thingsI,, a familiarity with their use adds
materia11y to a physician,s armamentarium.
SoMEONE said recently that a book was not to
be utterly condemned because it was old. Yet it
cannot be denied that the first action of a student
on taking up a book is to tum instinctively to the
title page for the date of publication・ If it hap-
pens to be as far back as the eighties even’ten tO
one the book is speedily restored to its place on
the shelf. There is much in this fact to be com-
mended. The best and latest investigations are
none too good and only the more modern publi-
cations can be expected to contain such. On the
other hand, it is not well to carry th王s modemism
t6o far. Many of the older books ar? aS Valuable
toddyおwhen writte完, and indeed will stand to
the tnd‾of time as classics. The tendency to run
after strange gods may be carried too far. Then
itisthat theバold ones” stand fast and we are
glad to have something to which to anchor faith.
IF there is one place under the sunwhere strong,
healthy-bodied, enthusiastic men and women are
needed, that place is a medical school. To start
into one of the竜 st exacting of professions with-‾
out a reasonable degree of health is showing poor
judgment. But even the best bodies must be
t ken care of. They do not like to be overlooked
ahd treated as o書　no account. Sooner or later
they will get their revenge if they are slighted.
They pbsolute (、 demand attention; they want
good food, Plenty of cIothing, and exercISe; 1n
fa t, they want the very best that life can offer’
and it is only when thus appeased that they con-O
uct themselves i  anything like a creditable man-
ner.喜入The old adage has rrotlost force’eVen though
it has grown threadbare’by its　書requent use.
Mわsa解aわc少O移Ja海_ is just as applicable
oday as ever it as been.
RESOLUTIONS.
Rc,50lt/e`7, That in the death o重Miss Augusta
M. HoIst, We have lost a classmate of whose record
we may well be臆PrOud, Whose faithfulness and per-
severance we would do well to emulate; and a
friend臆who was always willing to show herself
frie調dly. The many friends臆Who mourn‾for
her can but feel that their ‾los三∴is her gain.
For her`there was a graduation into lifeでtemal・
In token of odr wish to perpetuate her memory
and to inow our respect, 1ove, and sympathy,
Re∫OIz,ed, That a copy of these‾でeS。lutions b‾e
sprend upon the records of the Class o十,99; also
copies sent to the family of the deceased and to
the MEDICAL STUDENT for publication.
A. B. DALRYMPLE,
FRED S. EvELETH,
WALTER J. GRAVES,
Committee on_Resolutions Class o亘899.
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THE PHYSIOLOGICAL CONDITIONS OF
PAIN._A THESIS.
ALICE HALEY BASSETT, ’98・
PAIN and pleasure are the mainsprings of human
su節ering. In some臆Way they express the welfare of
the individual. When we bear in mind the influence
they have on our mental and bodily states, their im-
portance as guides to disease and health’their value
in leading to higher moral and religious action, there
are no sensations al)Out Which we know more. And
yet from its primordial character, Pam lS One Of the
most di節cult of experiences to analyze・ It comes to
us after cinturies of accumulated experiences, mixed
with other later-developing sensations from which it
is next to impossible to separate it. Its study, there-
fore) muSt be largely theoretical) aS SO little of it can
be leamed fi陶m actual experiment) and in these days
of lab〇千atory study and inductive research’theories
are烏OmeWhat unsdtisfactory. However) they臆have
their place, and judging最.om the number which
have been put forward regarding the origin of pain’
it is a sul華ct on which it is highly proper to theo-
rize.臆There are as many theories as men interested
in the s珂ect;dating back i11deed, hundreds of yearS.
Cicero called pain白a disagreeable movement within
the body!, (J・ Leonard Coming.りPain,’’p. 4
and_5.)臆Sauvage’白a〉disagreeable perception orig-
inating from any lesion of nerve fibres.,, Gaubins
designated it as = a sensation the mind would rather
not experience.,, (白PhysioIogische PathoIogie ‾der
Nerv叩,, vol. I; p. 24O.) Valentin said it was白a
sensory impression which? On aCCOunt Of its too great
intensity) become§ disagreeable.,, Wundt defines
pain as白a feeling that accompanies臆all powe血I or
intense stimuli.,, (白Lehrbuch der PathoIogie des
Menschen,,, p. 503, I874.) Eulenberg calls it待a
gradual increase of the feeling that accompanies
every sensory process.’’ (待Functionelle Nerven-
krankharten,,, p. 3I.) And so we∴See that men
have been thinking on this suhiect for years, yet
no one definition covers all the known facts con-
Ceming it.
In this study ofpain I sha11 confine myself to the
physioIogical side of the sut*ect, leaving out, aS
much as possible? the psychoIogical with which it is
SO CIosely interwoven・
With this in mind, and臆Without trying to follow
any particular orde ) let us consider ,SOme facts about
pain which are Am%′符) ither from experiment or
fr m pathological cases.
I. Pain is exc ted by mechanical, Chemical声her-
mal) electrical stimulation ; by disturbance of nutri-
tion; by disturbance of circulation・ (PersonaI ob-
SerVation. )
2. ‾Pain is the result ofa summation process, aS
shown by an lectric stimulation) Where‘ With a
weak current) a few s ocks per second are not pain・
ful) While a large number per second are painful.
(Personal observation・ )
3. Mechanical stimulation, nOt Painful at first言f
long continued, becomes so. (Personal observation・)
4. Pains vary in quality. They are described as
cuttingうbuming) Sharp) Stinging) boringうgrlPmg’
1acerating・ lancinating, etC.’e干c・臆(Clinics.)
5. By the rick ofa pin -On the丸rface of the
body’a SenSat on of pr?SSure (touch) is perceived
sooner and fades aw y more quickly than the sensa-
tion ofpain) Which is caused by the same stimulus at
the same time. (Lehmann・白Die Hauptgreutze
des Mensch.’’ Ge綿hlsleben, 44, 45J
6. In muliple neurit s and certain cord lesions)
the sense oft ch m y be destroyed without that of
Pain. (Dr. Colby.)
7. Pain may be p千oduced byan electric spark or
by thermal stimuli without any sensation of touch.
It is usual) howeverタtO find pain associated with
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touch,臆either preceding Qr aCCOmPanying it. (Per-
SOnal obseryation・)
8. Pain‾is often accompanied by inflarhmation of
the parts) but not alwaysl aS Shown by neuralgia)
labor pains, colic, etC. (Personal observation.)
9. Disおs? Of intemaI臆OrganS is often accompa-
nied by superficial pain in widely remote parts of the
body. (Head,‾in白早ain,’’’93」94.)
IO.高Theie is臆a_1ack of complete localization of
Pain・ Lesser pains are referred with exactn?SS tO
di飾erent pais of the body, While greater ones radi-
ate and seem diffhsed over the whole body.’’
(Ainerican Text-Book of PhysioIogy, P. 84Z, Par・
3・)
重I. Individuals as we11 as nations difi料greatly
in their sensitiveness to pain. The Irish are more
sensitive ‾than the Scotch; the Latin race more so
than the Teutonic. Boys and worpen are more sen-
sitive than men. The same individual di億もrS in his
SenSitiveness to pai龍from day to day) Without any
apparent cause. (MacDonald, in American Joumal
OfPsychology, VOl. 6, P. 62I.)
= A delicate power of sense discrimination is an
attribute of a high race) and is not necessarily associ-
ated withmervous irritability.,, (Sir Francis Galton.
言bevelopment臆Of Human Faculty.,,)
I2・ Traumatism destroys the sense of pain with・
bdt materially i可uring any other sensation. (Per・
sonal observation. )
I3. Sect王oning the gray matter ofthe spinal cord
destroys the perception of pain宙om parts below the
section without destroying pressure sense (touch).
(Schi魚　信Lehrbuch der Muskel und Nerven Physi-
0loまie,’’p. 23宣,練)
I4. The cuticle, nails, hairs and ligaments are
never painful・
I5. The intemal organs, muCOuS membrane, tem-
dons, etC., Which normally perform their functions
Withotit pain) are Painful under pathoIogical condi-
tions.書　くFoster’s PhysioIogy, P. IO45, Par・ 65I・)
I6. There are pains of geheral depression, aS
fatigue, etC. Hypnotic suggestion may render the
body insensitive to pain; while all the other sensa_
tions remain ntact. (Witmar. Journal ofNervous
Mental Diseases, April, ’94, P. 2重9, nOte.)
I7・ Cocaine and chl roform destroy pain and not
touch. (Philos. Rev., P. 4O6. NichoIs.)
I8. Pain impulses cross soon after entering the
COrd) aS Shown by Gower ina case reported) Where
the lat ral columps of the cord and the gray ma枕er
ofboth homs on the same side were cut. Theresult
WaS a tOtal loss of pain on the opposite side of the
body, Without impa読ment of tactile sensibility.
(Clinical Society’s Transactions,’’I878, VOl. I I.)
I9./ Tacti anaBSthesia may exist- Without anaト
gesia) and analgesi  without an鍵Sthesia. Hyperal-
gesia may be so acute that the slighte§t mechanical
jar cau es pain; rue hypqua3Sthesia is unknown.
(Richet, OP. Cit., 2I9.)
For any one theory conceming the origin of pain,
to be accepted as final?「it must- eXPlain all these
PrOVen facts and many皿ore nOt given. All the
ideas which have been advanced on the sutyect can
be divided into pr賓ctically・ three groups.
A・ Those which class pain as a distirrot sensa-
tion with spec誰c end organs・
B・ Thos  which regard general bodily conditions
as occasIOnmg Pain.
C・ Those whiQh class pain as a certain degree of
SenSati n.生Summa ion” theory.
A. SpECIFIC END ORGANS OF PAIN.
Prof M. von Frey of Leipzig‾ has given the best
experi ental proo鳥that specific nerves of pain ex-
ist. Fo  this purp se von Frey used as apparatus a
great number of light sticks? IO Cm. long? to the end
Ofwhich was attached a hairl forming a right angle
with the st ck・ These hail.S Varied in length frori
two to three cm., and in size, fi-Om the downy hair
Ofa child to th  firmest bristles of animals. By a
Very delicate scale all these hairs were graded with
ref ence to the force necessary tb‾ cause them to
bend. A section fi.om the end of each hair was
measured und r the microscope to get the area over
Which the pressure was exerted. With倣is series of
Carefu ly graded hairs, VOn Frey reduced all his
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measurements to a common unit, in terms of square
millimeters, Z. e., the number of graLmS PreSSure
necessary to produee a sensation of touch or pressule
when the contact、 surface equaled one square milli-
metre. He mapped out a series of pressures for
touch threshold? aS Well as for pain) for d泊もrent
parts of the body) giving his results ingm/mm・ He
finds the lowest threshOld on the COmea and con-
junctiva where he gets pain only. The hairs exhibit
the mos† sensitive touch apparatus ofthe body) and
next to these come the hair bulbs. There are many
POiuts near the ha圭r bulbs that give only pressure
sensation.生Bei坤ge zur PhysioIigie des Schmerz置
Sinnes.,, Ber. d. math. phys. Klanc d.k6nigl・
Sachs. Ges. d. Wissenschaften. Leipzig, July, 1894.
Dec.,工894.
Separated from these and brought out by a greater
StimuIus are pain points. Pain points are more
numerous than touch points) and are found in places
between hair bulbs. The touch and pain points are
SeParated by insensitive places・臆Both pain and touch
i)Oints vary in threshold value言n different palts Of
the body. His conclusions i組his first ar轟le are as
融0V申S :
I. The punctiform stimulation of the skin with a
gmdilal) meChanical stimulus shows two |hresholds?
a lowei 6ne for pressure, a higher one for pain・一
Z. Pressu掩and pein points l主e locally separate)
the former in the neighborhood of the hair bulbs.
3. There are certain surfaces of the body sensi-
tive to pressu章e and not to painl and other surfaces
SenS王tive to pain and not to pressure・
In h誌　second ar
further, With ,eSPeCi
e-Studies theSu巧ec亡still
もるthe→ relative臆thresh-
old be七ween neighbb‾r主ng t①uch and pain points. In
the l観§t half-Ofthe aTt子de he gives the result of elec-
trical諒mu龍s as practica叫the same as that of
mech紬rical; With the exce箪ion ththin many places
=the thre壷old of pain points lies Iower than that of
PreSSure POl
i皿ertia of touc互
finds a great diiおrence in the
護ri ‘pointsi the former begin
andでeaSe aCting more quickly than the latter. Pain,
tなerefore, acoumula艇s or summa撃s out誼p義op°壷on
to the stimulus, While touch does not, and the a蹄er
image is much mo  pe sisterlt for pain than for
ouch. Von Frey conchad s, therefore, that the軸in
SenSati  i  mediated by a special set of pain herves
With their appropriate end orgahs. Plea§ure nerves
he does not as§ume; but as black is absence ofcoIor,
SO Pleasure is absence ofpain. The fact that pres-
Sure SPOtS and indi蹄rent spQtS reSPOnd painfully if
the stimulus is strong enough is explained by von
Frey on the ground that臆this is due to †he disturb主ng
Of peighboring pain nerves.
Dr. Herbert NichoI , Of Harvard College, aCCePt§
VOn Frey’s concl-1Sions) a調d goes -on to e3cplain the
exi tence of these‾ n?rVeS Of pain) On the basis ofd
SuPPOSed bioIogical develo主)me劇. (Phil.∴Review,
VOl. I, 189Z. Secondarticle, P. 4O5.) =Apainis
as distinc as coIor. (P. 4O6.) ‾It starts from its
OW  nerVe terminal, runS by its own nerve’nerVe
Ce treS, and appro riate path up the spinal cord to
the cortex・,, (Proven by pathoIogical cases cited.)
(Sa言e. First article, P・ 4O7.) He says that specific
nerves of pain are interwQVeP Within the ‾ sh料ths of
t e nerves of sight, S6und, taSte`, and of the IlerVe睾tO
the intemal organs, but are mtich less frequent arrd
less cIosely interwoven here than in the skin in con-
necti n with touch, heat, COld, etC. The reason for
this is‾as follows : Take sight‾for instance. We can
Se at a distance ; Otjects here are‾not dangercus and
Pain nerv s re not necessary in such large‾nlimbers二‾
In 90ntraSt, touCh being contact, the dangers ‾o手to耽h
are immediate) and pain ner∇e§ are‾ r琵cessary in gre託
nねmbers, tO Wam against danger∴ Ordiriary circ料
Iation causes nQ Pain. (P. 4IO.) Congestion, PrOb-
ably by pressure, does tause it, and points to distt証u-
ance in some intema1 9rgan. Unu弛alゝ heator Cold
cau es pain. This NichoIs explains ,by as証壷ing
at heat nerves end in one kind of tissde, COld nerves
n another, and that the heat tiss壷もare actively con-
tracting when the cold tissues are passive or `actively
詰誓書t霊蒜忠霊霊h器
is complim ritary to‾‾ar d ex亭Iusive of the other. ‾(∠ゝri
ela tic-ba車for ex軸呼le.) When that掬nperatu時
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is reached which is on the verge of b読ng harmful to
the individual) then the pain nerves are stimulated
and get in their work in waming of danger・
Ni_choIs claims) therefore) that pain nerves are
developed only寅)r ‾the purpose of responding to
excessive stimulation) aS∴a Waming against violent
and irjurious influchces, and in this way they differ
from the herves of the other senses which respond to
Weaker stimulus) and cea§e acting as soon as the
Stimulus becomes so intense as to be i可urious to the
PrOPer functioning of the parts. They wam against
extraordinary influences, and thus maintain the wo重・k-
ing equilibrium of the body. He does not consider
Pain and pleasure complements of each other喜tWO
chds of a single phenomenon. (P. 43I・) No spe-
Cific nel.Ves of pleasure have y6t been fot]nd) although
NichoIs∴feels that such may yet be discovered・ He
thinks the pleasure of sex? and of eating, mOre n6arly
COrreSPOnd to separate sensations like pairi) than any
Oftheothers. (P. 4I5.)臆
Bこ　GENERAL BoDILY CoNDITIONS AS OccASIONS
oF PA重N.
This is the opinion which has been held by nearly
all the an窮nt writers on the sut*ect, and indeed,
inos七of thbse of today seem to incline toward this
白qbalia” theory, aS tO the origin of pain. (Ameri-
Can Text置Book ofPhysioIogy, P. 843, Par・ 3.) They
Claim that there is in the body a group of nerves to
give rise to what is indefinitely called白common sen-
Sation・,, By this term is designated that conscious-
ness which we more or less definitely have at any
moment) Of the conditions and position of the vari-
OIIS PartgOf our bodies. U項der the head of白com_
mon sensations ’’come such feelings as hunger) thirst)
SeXual appetite) fatigue) etC. Temperature and touch
used to be classed here until their specific nerves
Were discovered・ (Foster’s PhysioIogy, P. IO47,
車r・ 65I.) These nerves of common sensation are
active in葛carrying to the sensorium臆) impulses which
indicate the general bodily condition. Pain is thought
to be the result of the excessive stimulation of these
nerves of common sensation・ Coming also includes
the nerves of special sensation) in his definition.
(Coming on白Pain.’) Next to nothing is known
Of the apatomical and physioIogical conditions on
Whic  his se sation is dependent.
Mr. Marshall has written at great length on the
Su巧ects, nd ‾his classification of pain and pleasure
SeemS tO be more psycho-Physical than physioIogical・
(白Pain, Pleasure andノEsthetics,’’London, ys94.)
Of course he de ies the existence of specific nerves
Of pain. He brings o丁重ctions to every argument
Put forward by Dr. N choIs ih theくくPhilosophical
Review.’’ (Philos. Review, July, ’92; Same nO. aS
Nichol’s article・) Hi  principle is that all pleasure-
Pain phenomena arG detemined by the action in the
O一’gans concommitant of the, COnSCious state, aS related
to the mtritive condition of the organs at the time of
action・ (待Pain, Pleasure and J巴sthetics,’’p. I7O
and 2O2.) Pain is experienced whenever the phy-
s cal action wh ch determines the content is so related
to the supply of nutrfment to its organs‾that the
energy involved in the reaction to the stimulus is less
in amount than the energy which the stirnulus habitu-
ally calls forth・’’ (Same, P. [7I.) Pleasure is ex-
Perienced when the energy called forth is greater‾in
amo nt than the energy which the stimulus‾ usually
brings out. He thus regards pain as the opposite of
Pleasure.
In regard to that distinct sensation of pain caused
y the‾p ick a pin? Mr・ Marshall assumesa second
Set Of nerves, Which are brohght into activity aner
touchl and resp d painfully on account of their lit-
tl  storage c paci y. (Same; P. I7.) Analgesia,
he s観ys) may be answered by one sense being cut off
While other is not obliterated. It is very di鯖cult
to see how either of these last two statements‾coin_
Cide with his = qualia ” t eory. It is certainIy a very
f exible one) and may b  made to cover a great deal)
but a purel  physioIogical study of it is most di節cult.
C. PAIN A CERTAIN D耳G革EE二OF- SEN§ATION.
Among the men who hold this viewl the names of
Prof Z. Oppe heimer of Heidelberg, and Pro亀A.
Goldscheider of Berlin) hold the foremost place.
Oppenheimer conc宣udes that㍉ ` everywhere in the-
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OrganS, eVen in the sense organs, the real cause‾ Of
Pain is disturbance of tissue of q. chemical sort?
Whereby either the quantity of the newly formed
PrOducts of destruction rises above normal, Or
Whereby products arise through the in租uence of a
foreign body which are not/ P].eSent in the normal
COndition・’’ (Schmerz Temperaturaturempfindung.
Berlin, I894.) The induction curient seems to be
the only exception to this rule. The irritation starts
in the tissues, and pain arises whenever there is too
great stimulation for the normal excitability of the
SenSation apparatus∴　He is of the opinion that the
COnneCtion between the periphery and centres is
made by the vaso-m示or system (PrObably by the
VaSO-COnStrictor nerves) to which he is led by many
Physiological? anatOmical and pathoIogical observa-
tions, amOng Which are :
I. The di鯖料ent sensibility to pain of di蹄rent
OrganS∴and parts of the臆body. The cuticle) hair)
nails, Where there are no nerves or vessels, are nOt
painful. The intestineS under splahchnic control,
the lungs with no vaso-mOtOr ne押eS, are Only pain一
餌under pathoIogical conditions. Certain tissues
With firm frame work and defective circulation are
Only pain餌through some inflammatory process
when there is new vascularization, aS in chondritis,
OSteitis, tendritis, etC.
2. The cIose relation there exists between pain
and hyper提mia.
3. The phenomena of hyperaesthesia and anaト
gesia seem easiest explained by Oppenheimer on his
a§sumption of vaso-mOtOr 6oriduction and separate
paths for pain and touch.
Dr. Alfi-ed Goldscheider is admittedly one of the
greatest, if not the greatest living authority in this
Particular 4epartment, and is exQelled by none in
Painstaking exactness and reliability. In his early
studies he claimed to have discovered specific nerves
of pain, along with those of heat, COld and tempera-
ture, and many readers have the mistaken opmlOn
that he still holds this view, Which he long since
abandoned.
In his latest writings, he believes pain to be dtle to
a process of summation in the gray substance of the
SPinal cord. (白Ueber den Schmerz.’’Berlin, I894.)
Ch. Richet shows that a series of homogeneous
Shocks wi11 cause pain) V7hen the shocks singly are
too weakto b  observed. (AIso Naunyn,生Arch.
f. experim. Path. u. Pharmak.’’Bd. XXV・,S. 272,紐)
Impulses of pressure) for instance) eXCeSSive or
n t, a e COnducted along the same peripheral nerves
ntil they reach the posterior hom) Whence) under
normal conditions, they passl up the posterior column
to th  sensorium unchanged) and are perceived as
PreSSure; but if he impulses are excessive or the
COnductivity of he posterior column is weakened)
th y are conducted by collaterals to the gray column
Where t y undergo a trans最⊃rmation due to stored-
up energy of the ganglion cells? and, On aCCOunt Of
this changel are COnducted to the sensorium as pain
impulses. Pains, then, are due to excessive stimula葛
tion of the nerves of pressure or common feeling) Or
to a hypemormal condition of the gray substance of
the cord.
In鼠ammation is the result of increased pressure.
The different qualities of pain come from the difL
ferent sensations with which the pain element is con-
Stantly mixed. The so-Called temperature pa重n lS an
association of a real temperature sensation with a
Painful excitation of the nerves of feeling.
Underthe head ofくくPain as a Symptom of Dis-
ease,’’Goldscheider makes three classes.
_I. The real pain sensation. This belongs only
to the nerves of common feding and pressure, and
are excit d by real pain exciting stimuliγ- meChan-
ical? Chemical) thermal) inflammatory) tOXi9) etC.
2. Abnormal excitation of nerves, but not so in-
tense as to lead to real pains) mOre PrOPerly called
負pseudo-Pains.’’ These occur often in sickness and
are mor  oppressive and tomenting than real pain-
ful sensations. Th se might be designated as the
Pains of i comfort・
3. The psychicorideal (白ideeler”) pain, reSting
On an abnormally increased central excitability’Which
W  find in hysteria, neuraSthenia and other neuroses.
Hypn6tic and hallucinatory pains are treated in this
class.
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Any‾two or all three of these divisions of pain
mdy be found combined.
These are practically the theories which have been
advanced regarding the physioIQgical conditions -Of
pain. There are others which di蹄r in one respect
or another) but they all hinge around these three
main heading?. No one ofthem seems e叫irely sat-
isfactory,二although Professt)r Gbldscheider’s seem to
rrie to best cover the ground.
The idea of specific end organs for paln See平IS
highly improbable. (生PhysioIogy.’’P. IO47.) As
Foster and others have said, it does not seem econ-
omy that nature would臆PreSerVe intact a complex
mechanis鱒I Of pain nerves through whole generations
ir事Order‾that it may once in a while come into use.
Why do they not atrophy during the long periods of
disuse? Many persons go throdgh life without ever
experlenCmg a Pain in certain organs, and yet we do
not doubt that such pains might be called out, nOt
only in them but in their children・
pr. Nagel has made a similar study to von Frey’s,
in regard t9 PreSSureたPain and temperature pointsl
and his conclusions a鱒for the most part contrary to
thoseふtained‾by von Frey・ (白Die Sensibilit誹der
Co可unctiva und Comea.’’P餌ger’s Archiv., 5 Feb.,
I895. Bd. LIⅩ・)
When we consider the second theory, looking at
pain as occasioned by general bodily condition’it
seems almost as di.鯖cult to explain the complex
mechanism of nerves of common sensation as it does
that of?PeCial nerves of pain.
I camot make pain seem the opposite of pleasure.
As Witmer says,点To assume that every sensation or
mental state) Whatever) may be presented in the ex-
treme of pleasure? in the extreme of pain, and in
any pleasure or pain intensity between these and in-
di節erence, WOuld require that quininel in proper
intensity? Should give a pleasure equal in intensity to
that of the exercise of the sexuaI function ; that the
odor of violets, in su億cient intensity, Should give a
pain as decided and intense as the agony of angina
PeCtOris.’’ (J umal of Nervous and Mental Dis-
eases. April, I894. P. 2I3.)
The whole = qualia’’theory seems too broad and
far reaching to bear analysts from a physioIogical
POint of view: The ` erves of common sensation
Seem tO be the scapegoat for all excitations which
cannot be accounted for through the nerves already
known.
The summation theories ;eem t6` me by far the mdst
pro able, and¥ of these that of Professor Goldscheider
appealsto me the most strongly. His idea of the
origin of pain seems best to cover a11 the facts料hich
have been actually proven concerning it.
His classification‾of pain into three classes is cer二
tainly most important, and one can thus e料ily con-
Ceive t:he pains of the sedond group,一the pains of
discomfort,-tO be the opposite of pleasure・
He also explains most satisfactorily the separation
fora while of touch and pain on their way to the
On the whole, his theory seems to cover the ground
better than any one other put forward at the present
day? but as new and more exact means of experi-
menation are found, doubtless much more accurate
knowledge will be added to the Small store we
already possess on this §u切ect, and the existence of
specific nerves of pain may even yet be proven.
SOME NECESSITIES FOR MICROSCOPIC
WORK.
W・ H・ W・う重9〇〇・
MoRE and more as the world advances in its study
ofdetail, doe  he medical student, graduate or
undergraduate) feel the need of facilities that will
nable him to conti ue into his practice the micro-
scopical studies begun at college. To procure these
e must spend some time in trying to find that appa-
ratus which will be absolutely necessary for his use)
and finally perhaps buying some articles that might
be omit ed, at the_Same time neglecting to get more
necessary ones. Six years, Iaboratory experience
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does not by any means enable one to give much ad-
Vice aleng these Iines, therefore the o可ect of the
Writer is not so much to tell his own ideas upon the
su上本ct under consideration as to write down in a
necessarily interrupted and fragmentory fom? OPin-
ions of others, gleaned from books or from personal
intercourse.
In a su巧ect like the present, OPinions conceming
the various necessities for microscopic work are vari-
able) and so those here given may be discredited by
many, but ifany of the hints prove use餌, the object
Of this writing will have been attained. We will
begin with the more essential articles? and later take
傷PaSSing glance at others less es;ential but very con一
venient.
Our first consideration of course, is the micro・
SCOPe・ In buying §uch an instrument, if the pur-
Chaser is of Iimited meanS, aS SO Often happens, 1et
him remember to proc11re a gOOd, Stable stand offair
Size, tO Which he can add more expensive apparatus
as his means allow. This method, eVen if it at first
deprives one of some other quite important accessory
Will almost invariably prove more satisfactory than
可ying a cheap stand that wi11 soon have to be
thrown away.
The most popular base at present is horseshoe-
Shaped with a thil‘d foot pr〔加cting behind to ensure
Steadiness. A rack and pinion movement for the
tube, although liable to become loose, 1S Very COnVen-
ient, and probably better than the plain, Sliding tube.
A person usillg the latterl however) wiill soon get
accustomed to it, and many microscopists give it the
Preference.
Besides avoidingノmuch unnecessary straining of
the neck, a joint in the stand allowing movもmeht of
ninety degrees enables the instrument to be used in
photo-micfography. Binocular microscopes seem to
have lost their populal.ity, but few being now used.
Concerning the fine a句ustment ‾there is∵riuch dis-
cussion. Dr. Carpenter u].geS Very StrOngly and log-
臆ica11y that it be so arranged as to move the o巧ective
only言n other words, tO have it situated on the tube.
This) Perhaps) is the ideal way) but no arrangement
has yet been d vised to make it as conv竺ient as the
alm st universal ne of having the fine adjustment
lift the e tire tube言重i the latter case‾the milled hea‾d
is br ught cIose to the observer who can then operate
it without fatigue・
The stage should be firm, and at least three inches
in diameter言t should have a circular opening in the
Centre Ofgood siz  to allow large cones of light to
enter when so desired・ Under the stage in most ofthe
latest microscopes is a movable sub-Stage into which
may be fitte(l diaphragms and condensers of various
kinds. In the differ nt varieties of work the best re。
Sults ar  obtained by using a mirror flat on one side,
COnCaVe On the other, and so arranged as to be mov-
able vertica11y as well as laterally.
F r ordinary study of tissues? urinalyses) etC.) the
OCulars Nos. I a d 3, and the 2こ3 in. and I-6 in. ob-
jectives are su範cient; bacterioIogical work will re-
qulre a I-I2 in・ Oil imme sion. Ifreally good results
are d siI.ed, eSPeCially in the examin訪ions for bac-
eria, One muSt PrOCure an Abbe condenser and
an iris d主aphragm for the sub・Stage; these are now
CO bined into one piece.
The would-be purchaser of a microscope should
test the instrument in question, Or better have it
tested by some disinterested expert) aS tO SPherical
and chromatic aberration, Penetration, and definition.
Th s may b  done by using test ot*ects, SuCh as Poly-
CeStina for low powers) Dratoms for medium magnl-
fications) and Padoma scale for llighest powers) the
imag s produced being compared with those seen
through a microscope of known worth.
Probably the best and most reliable ofall micro-
scopes made are those of Zeissin Jena, underthe ex-
Pert SuPerVision of the famous Prof6ssor Abb6;
Reichert of Wein a‾lso makes a good instrument. In
the United States those sold by Bausch and Lomb
are well to the front and give very good results.
These are used quite extensively in Boston Univer-
Sity・
Having procured the microscope with its neces-
Sary adJuncts, let us now see what is needed in order
for us to at once get to work;
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The table on which we work should be rectangu・
lar, about4をby 3 feet; it should have a firm base,
and ifpracticable) face to the north. A round table
Will cause fatigue on account of the inability of the
observer to rest his arms.
The best light comes fi.om sunlight reflected from
White clouds iuto a northem window, the Wellsbach
bumer giving its nearest equivalent among artificial
lights. An alcoho=amp will be required in fixing
blood preparations÷
The regulation slides are 3X I in. and about I-I.5
m.m. thick; they are of clear) COIorless glass with
ground edges. Covers) Square Or rOund, are about
I5 m.m. in diameter) and.十・2 m.rn. thicki a few
Of larger size are use餌・ Capillary pipettes of sev-
eral sizes are cheap and much used in transfering
drop§ of fluid to the slide) etC.
The forceps used should have a guide‾pin to keep
the pc)ints even; a Pair of self retaining forceps for
‾holding covers in blood work will save many acci-
dents. Delicate sections are manipulated with fine
Camel,s hair brushes and carried fi.om place to place
by section lifters and dissecting needles. As the most
important p叩t of the preparation of tissues for micro_
SCOPical examinatiorl is to have thin sections? great
Care muSt be exercised in cutting them ; a raZOr flat
On One Side may’after some practice) enable one to
get fair specimens) but for very good work the
microtome must be used・ Afterhaving been cut, the
SeCtions are stained and counter-Stained with haema_
toxylon a、nd eosin, Cleared臆in cIove oil or zylol) and
mounted in zylol balsam or glycerine jelly. A sup・
Ply of alcohol) formalin? ether and celloidin must be
PrOCured for hardening and imbedding.
Keep a good supply of labels; do not trust to
memory. Label all preparations before putting away・
Besides the above accessories that are quite neces-
Sary are mapy- Others that can be dispensed with) yet
Which are ve呼useful at times.
A tum臆table is often used in making cells, a Cam-
era lucida for臆drawing, and a micrometer for meas_
uring the specimens ; Starch’etC.) may be recognized
by the polariscope. Work is much easier with a
mechanical stage and a t垂le亘eseprece;
Pipettes) a・　　　. IO
Forceps) Pair)　　.6o
Slides, grOSS,　　.70
Covers, Oz.　　　.80
Cementタbottleタ　　.5O
Razor,　　　　　　ェ. IO
S ction Iifter)臆ea.  .35
M dicine droppe ) ea‥O5
Labels) Per IOO)　.IO
Scissors) Pair)　　.6o
Test tubs, doz.　.3i)
買Luxuries " :
Wellsbach lar血p, $I8. o
Turn tabl )　　　5.oo
Microtome 〕　　5O. OO
Microm ter)　　3 2.OO
Dissecting microscope)
Let whatever is bought? however? be good. Avoid
Cheap articles which wi11 be the more costly eventu-
ally. In conclusion n stimate of臆the cost of the
Various parts may be of interest to some ; the prices
are mostly according to Bausch and Lomb, and o士
COurSe are Only approximate ih many instances.
M croscope with 2 OCulars and 2 O可eCtives,
Ab。霊霊。rWi,hiris。iaph.agm,　$霊
I二重2 oil immersion lens (for bacterioIogy), 38.oo
Formalin) 3OO C.C. .75
AIcohol, 95 per cent.6o
Ether, IOO C.C.　.6o
Celloidin) 40 grns. I.Z5
H ematoxylin)3O C.C‥25
Eosin, 3O C.C.　.25
Zylol balsam,3O C.C‥4O
CIov oil)30C.C・ .I5
AIcoho=ampl　. 75
Balsam, bottle)　.Z5
Dissect,g`needles)doz.50
Camel.a lucida, $2O.OO
Triple nose piece, 7.50
Pola iscope?　I5.∞
Mechanical stage) 4O.∞
I0.○○
OUR V工SI’I‘ TO RUTLAND. -
MoN。AY’November 2I’WaS a Perf誼day for a trip
into the country.臆After a two hours ride we reached
a little vilIage about a mile from the Rutland Hospi-
tal・ The Sanatorium itself is situated on a hill
twelve hundred feet above the sea level’and is built
On the plan of themodem German sanator壬ums. It
looks notunlike a row ofGreek temples. The build-
ing is planned for ampIc l王ght and ventilation.
There is a ventilating system in one of the basements
wihich forces the heated fresh air over the buiIding.
The dining rooms are situated料the rear 。f‾the build_
mgand lighted on three sides. They are dsed in the
evening for sitting rooms where the patients play
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games, read and have a social good time. There
are two large piazzas on the end of each wing where
patients spend most of the day. Ohe is roofed over
and surrourrded by glass windows'　This is where
the patients s!ay in rainy) StOrmy Weather. Leading
fiom this is a large veranda for pleasant days. The
view is delightful〕 eXtending over a‾ 1ong stretch of
hiily, W∞ded country. Here, far away from dust
and micro-Organisms言n a high altitude with plenty
Of fresh pul-e air? gOOd) nOurishing) digestible food)
and well regulated systems for exercise? Phthisis
ihould prove curable. There are飾y-One Patients
in the sanatorium at present and all doing well.
Su千ely under these circumstances we can feel that
everything modern enlightenment can do, is being
done fof our own fellow student and we trust most
Sincerely that her recovery will be speedy.
HbゼあI Dクaク物eク多t・
Cranial surgery ‾is in order at the hospital. Several
CaSeS Of trephining have been done already during
Dr. Pa6kard‘s term of service. The last case prom-
ise? eXCe11ent results as the relation between cause
arid e節ect‾are exceptionally clear. It is a case of a
man forty-four years of age) Who twelve years ago
WaS injured on the headby a falling tree. He was
then picked up unconscious and remained so for
twelve hours or more. Since the accident he has
su節ered from paralysis臆Of the left ‾arm and hand) and
Within the last fortnight has developed an epilepti-
form siezure. Exa重心ination of the head showed a
markedly depressed portion of the臆Skull over the
right Rolandic area.
The operation consisted in removal of the de-
pressed a]・ea Of bone and interposing in its place gold
foil between the dura mater and the periosteum,
Which was carefully preserved. The scalp wo。nd
WaS then sutured and the dressings applied∴ Each
SteP Of the operation was eagerly watched by students
from all the classes. The result will be awaited
With great interest,
There have been some unusua11y good demonstra-
tio s osteo-myelitis in the operating room.臆The
Seniors are especially favored with such cases.
We are pleased to note that Dr. Thomas is greatly
improved in health.
D砂eタグ∫aクツDo嬢・
Since the last issue decided changes have occurred
i  the resident service. Miss Ingalls, On aCCOunt Of
f ilure of healthl has given up the position as interne.
She is now recuperating in the favorable atmosphere
of the ew sanatorium‾ at Rutland. As no woman
of the Senior class made application for the vacated
position) Miss Richardson has likewise resigned ahd
the places are創Ied by Tallman and Perkins言99.
A Swedish masseur has for some time been at
WOrk in the clinics of the nervous and orthopaedic
departments・ Excellent results are being obtained
under his manipulation・
A patient of Flanders, ’99, mal{eS the startling
amouncement that her husband臆died of general
ability・
Evidently the women 6f the South End district ob二
ject to foreign rs ; else why did Kawase and Nalcha-
jian have only hr e obstetric cases during their
weeた?
0%r Sb′わ み
BosTON HoM①OfATHIC SocIETY.
The November session was given up to the section
OfM teria Medica. The first paper of the evening
was白Clinical Statistics’’by Dr. Conrad Wesselhoeft.
H  said in art:
待Homceopathy claims a superiority over other
schoo ; in that it cures disease more ea珂y apd more
Safely.臆What proo鰹have we of that superiority?
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Upon Clinical -Statistics alone rests the evidence of
SuPeriority or inferiority of various schooIs.
Hom〔eO主)athy must be sut*ected to the crucial tests
Of the times. We have now our hospitals in every
‾city, from which can be drawn the result of records
as to date of entrance and discharge; COndition of
。 Patient at time ofentrance臆; reSult of treatment ; drugs
and remedies used, etC. Yet the best results can
not be obtained till all hospitals awake to the
rfecessity of臆keeping‾ minute statistics. Bedside
roteg are essential) eSPeCia獲ly‾ reco].ds of aggravation
Or amelioration of symptoms.
Observations should be made on acute cases and
SuCh臆queStions should be developed as :-
一I. Duration of disease before entering hospit叫
∴2. Date of fifSt improvement. (To ascertain
Whether or not homceopathic treatment shortens the
disease. )
3. Duration of case after improvement.
4・ Patient should be observed also under good
n桃sing without any medicine.
The value of statistics is great but good臆judgment
must be used in making up records in order to
Obtain c9rreCt reSults. During the last century
therこ高ere no ‾hom(らopathic→ hosp子tals, SO `the methods
Of亘eatmentあuld not be tompared・ There is
evidently much need of hospital records that can be
utilized in this way. Ho料itals have another duty
than to provide a place for the sick, They must
PrOVide in time what therapeutic method is best.
Thepaper was discussed by Dr. I. T. Ta】bot and
Dr・ J. P・ Sutherland. Each emphasized the im-
POrtanCe Of keeping careful and minute hosp王tal re-
cords.臆Dr. Sutherland said that §tatistics must be
COnfined‾to acute diseases・ Among these, One_ Class
tellds to recover, anO蕪er tends to disso宣ution,
and a third臆is sovariab上e as not to be depended on.
The sequel提of disease臆muSt be ∞usidered; nPt
聖r籾∴hoや雪a吋die and how many getやell.
Atteht軍WaS蕪e直called to a table of statistics of
typhoidaleases in Au車ralian hospitals, in which the`
death rate in hpmceopathic _hospitals was showIニto
be six per_Cent緒ain?t tWel恥p6r sent in oth料hog∴
Pitals. AIso a few statistics from the insanehosphals
Of Massachusetts? i重- Which the iecovery of patients
a鎖ected v申ith me亡ancholi乳　and the more 「 urable
f rms f in料nity was∴SeVenty-eight per cent at the
Westboro hospital against twenty-eight in other st:ate
hospitals.
The second paper was Cl王nical Hospital Verifica-
tion by Dr. Walter Wesselhoeft. This consisted ofa
report of a case of ulc rative endocarditis treated
SuCCeSS餌Iy with pho phoric acid・
Th  third pape  w s白Other Phases of the Phalma-
COPceia,’’by J. W. Clapp, M.D., thesubstance of
Which was as follows: England) Germany and
France have an established and recognized pharma置
COPceia.　AmerlCa is a law unto herself.　The
A rican Institute asks to be accepted as
Standard for the ew om(coPathic pharmacopc昂a.
Six authorities are now accepted in this country.
All tinctures) Of whatever make? are rePreSented as
One-tenth drug strength) but all phamacists di熊r
VaStly in the amount of exact strength of drugs. An
efrort should be made to correct this discrepancy m
the manufacture of homceopathic drugs. The
American Insti ute is now about to plaee the phar-
macy on a scien 範c ba§is. The points of espec王al
Value in the new pharmacopceia are :-
I. Insures uniformity in strength of tinctures.
2. Gives a well defined and unalterable limit of
S亡 engt  ・
3- Enables trituratiollS and dilutions to correspond
in strength. -
4. Adopts the decimal system Of notation.
5. S王mp駈 s and enabl s physicians to presc壷be
accura ely.
6. Simplifies the nomenclature.
7. Gives_a standard founded pn a scient臆c basis.
The last pa r was　白Old Fl.iends vers血s New
Acqしlaintances) by Edward P. ColbyナM. D.
I  this paper Dr・ Colby discouraged the too hasty
PrOVing of new drugsタand made∴a- strong plea for
getting the most out of our old and-tried friends, SuCh
as rhllS, bryonia and oth耕s了,
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GREGORY SocIETY.
_The Gregory Society has increased its numbers by
VOting into the society Miss Abbott) Miss Belcher)
Miss Faulkner, Miss Conland, Miss Surry, Miss
King) Mrs. Lee) Miss臆Savage and Mrs. Tilton. An
interesting plan of meetings has been arranged by
the executive committee, the first of which takes
Place December 8, When Mrs. Emerson will address
the society.
ALPHA SIGMA.
Two meetings of Delta Chapter of AIpha Sigma
Were he‾ld during the month ‾of November, the
annual initiation of new men taking place at the
regular meeting and smoke talk held November I7,
when nine臆members were received.
Much interest has been manifested in the papers
Pre§ented′by the several members. The papers l.ead
and freely discussed were as follows: Nov・ 3)
付Anaestheticsl,, T. C. Merri11; Nov・ 3)待Sanitary
Mills,’’J. F. Valentine; Nov・ I7,高Matemal Im-
PreSSions,” P. DeF. Lambert.
Y.W.C.A.
The Y. W. C. A. are pursuing a course ofspecial
Bible study) taking up the women of the Bible.
Several new members have been received into the
SOCiety. It is planned to have union meetings with
the Y. M. C. A. at least once each month during
the year) these meetings to be conducted by some
SPeaker from outside the state.
Locak.
Merry Christma’S! To be sure it,s a little pre-
vious but next month at this time it will be too
late for Christm挙greeting.
Dr. F. B. Percy has been made professor of the
Chair of materia medica. The genera.l opinion in
regard to this appointment is that nothing could
have been wiser. He receives a hearty welcome
from the students of the college as Professor Percy.
There is genuine regret that Miss Ingalls’,99'
has been obliged to aband。n her place for tl time.
We all look eam stlyior the time when she m料
resume her wo k with u .
Miss Allen once more kindly offeis the advan-
tages of her gymnasium to the women of the
SChool. This is an excellent opportunity to gain
Physical development. Not a student can afford
to let it slip.
TaIlman, ’99’Who recently underwent an opera-
ion at the hospital’is making a good recovery.
What about a class speaker for Commence-
ment?
〃What s matter? Never mir]d.
What is mind?　No matter:,
Mrs. Ransom entertained a number of her
Classinates who were in the city during Thanks-
glVlng VaCation・ A very pleasant evening was
SPent at Whist.
Miss S si Robbins has retumed to her home
in Dennisport.
Mr. Cumick’I9OO, has been compelled to drop
his studies for a time on accountof ill health. He
has gone to FIorida.
Mr. David M. Gardner, I9OO, has returned to
take up third year studies with his old classmates.
Welcome back !
The following names from the class of I9O2
Were Omitted in the directory: Charles G. Clark,
I293 Washington St. ; Imogene M. Coveland, I2
Somerset St.; Henry M. Emmons, 8o East Con_
COr  St. ; William V. Grant, St. James, E. Newton
St.
On Friday evening, November I9言n the dis-
PenSary, OCCurred the annual reception- given by
the Seniors and Juniors to the Sophomore and
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Frcshman classes. The recelVlng COmmittee con-
sisted oをProfessor and Mrs. Packard, Professor
and Mis. Clapp㍉Mr. Flanders representing the
Senior class and Mr. Baldwin, the Junior. After
the reception, the guests were entertained by`talent
from the New England_ Conservatory of Music.
Miss Mary臆Kidd gave two very pleasing vocal
holos and臆Miss Elizabeth Mayo eamed well de-
SerVed車かause for her violin soIos. Miss Maude
Collin as accompanist was also thoroughly enjoy-
able. Miss McQuesten gave readingsthat aroused
the enthusiasm ofthe audience. Later in the eve-
ning refreshments were served, and mus与c by the
OrChestra gave added pleqsure. The buildiqg had
been tastefuuy arranged with Japanese lanterns,
rugs‾ and hanquet lamps, and we could see but
slight resemblance to the usual bare-lo6king hall.
Dancing ended up the evening, and everyone had
a good time.
The faculty gave a Thanksgiving dimer to the
Students who stayed in the city over the holida,yS.
They had a pleasant time as usual.
There are two extra tables in the dining room.
Plenty of room and plenty to eat for everybody.
One o番臆the Sophomores got stuck in a snow-
drift during the big storm and was pulled out by
the hair. At least, the hair was pulled out.
Miss H- muSt nOt be so disturbed when a
SurgeOn CutS into theバcranial sinuses.” Such
Simple incidents are of daily occurrence.
Scene, an Obstetric case. Time, November.
Dramatis personぉ, One doctor and two students.
Doctor:バNowI am ready for the紫ease I
asked you to sterilize.’’
Student (inconstemation) : “ Oh ! Doctor, I二
I drank itJ”
亡Curtain・]　臆二
Dr. Hayward fir d his examination on gunshot
WOunds t cIoserange. But as the weapon missed
fire no great damage was done.
Who knows the indications for付Iead pencils ”?
At least one Senior does.
There were thirty doctors in the hospita.l amphi-
the tre on Dec mber 3d during Doctor Packard’s
OPerati n for relief of ePilepsy.
Query: =What is a買cat and dog”stomach?
Ask Professor Calder.
The class of I9OI annOunCe, With deep regret,
that Mr. Teague has left their number.
We are proud to see Edwin W. Smith, ’oI, back
at college looking so we11.
It is interesting to hear the Sophorriores in the
Chemica=aboratory telling stories to make the
mouth water.
N.B. They are testing saliva.
The Sophomores are rejoiced, for the dissecting
room has been opened. Dr. Ffench has adopted
the ekcellent scheme of giving demonstfations of
each abdominal cavity to the six students working
On the subjects.
The college has been a珊cted with an epidemic.
It is safely over now, for have we not alI settled
accoun s with Payne?
Dr. Sutherland tells us that irritability is the
CauSe Of hunger. Our natural observations seem
to make the re erse the case.
For inspiratioh in our lalbors, develop the dia-
Phragm. It is the organ of i態piration.
Åsk Joneこand Lewis, ,oI, about the heak in the
dissecting room. The kidneys were discavered in
the pelvic cavity.
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Ahクm移i　八万te∫.
The city of Worcester has nominated Dr. Aman-
da C. Bray as‾a member of its school.board・ Dr.
Bray was graduated from the medical schoo=n ’9I
and has a large and succeふful practice.
_Dr. Evdyn Lowe言97, Who was last year an
inteme at the Memorial Hospita上for Women and
Children in Brookl)γn言s now practising in that
City.
Dr. E11en Louisa Keith; ’88, has recently en-
′-1arged her sanitarium at Framingham.
Dr. Streeter言98’nOW PraCtising in Worcesterl
called on friends at the college recently.
Dr. Elizabeth McGovern言98言s Iocated at Mil-
ton.
Dr. Mary Pearce了96, has charge of the books
in the Monday Gyna3COIogical clinic・
Dr. Winifred Foster has dpened her o飴ce in
one of the suburbs of San Francisco, Cal.
=Best wishes,, are in order for Dr. P. H. Foss,
’97, Who has recently been married to a young
lady from Bangor’Me・ Dr. Foss is now practis-
ing in ‾Bangor.
Hb徽a少a寂わ1わ偽か・
The care for little things is one ofyour best meaus
for success in practice after‾a11.二(Bellows・)
Nature will do a great deal toward repair? but it
is in a bl壬nd sort of wa予・-(Talbot.)
Conium and arsenicum hold foremost place臆in the
remedial treatment of mammary tumors・-(Packard・ )
It is well to use a drop of four per cent solution of
cocaine in 9Verting lids of children.一(Paype・)
I know nothing that the human race is subject to
that may not have its foundation in one or more at-
tacks of la grippe. It is a good) Sharp臆cOmPetitor
with syphilis, tyPhoid, Or anything else.-(Colby.)
In first stages of colds abort with vigorous exercise,
hot bath’hot drinks) hot water bottles. Next mom-
ing sponge bath, alcohol rub down・一(Rice.)
I believe iodine is one of the best remedies we
have・-(Rice・)
M g彫多読e D`クar物e解t・
‾Hz巌e#クaク2符ia?ク%7Zihfy. Formaldehyde is e餓-
cient〕 PraCtical and economical as a disinfectant.
The r6om, CIothes, etC., tO be disinfected must be
sprayed before. A s叩all quantity of borax should
always be a ded to the formaline to prevent poly-
merizing during evaporation・
Iodine in pneumonia is a very e儀cient remedy
when there is tardy resolution and deficient vital
reaction・ In the first stage ef pneumonial Verat. Vir.?
best success; in the last of the second stage when
resolution is delayed) fever assumes a hectic type)
with severe chills, Sudden and excessive variations of
temperature and ‾profuse sweats言odine wi11 prove
successful.
→明晩dica1 7グme∫・ In England every man out of
twenty-five and every woman out of tweIve, dies of
capcer. Probably no‾single factor is moie potent in
determining the outbreak of _CanCer` in the predis-
posed than high feeding. Modem colnmunitie§ man-
fest a gluttonous consumption of meat) I3I lbs. per
head per yearl together with deficient exercise ahd
lack of fresh vegetable food) CO6perate in causing an
excessive and disorderly cellular prolifeiation event-
uating in cancer・
脇窃cal B7.率　The followin宮may be a clue to
the true theory of baldness not due to disease・ A
armer had a horse t  exhibit at a fair, and to add to
h s appeararlC ’braided the tail and tumed it up and
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SeCured it about six 】nChes fiem the root by a十ubber
band. He left this on se寸eral days and in a few
Weeks nearly a11 the hair came out of the tail. The
COnStriction cut off the nutrition, the fo11icIes were
StarVed and hairfe11out.　So men must wear their
hats on the back oftheir heads, Or make Hat makers
Study anatomy so that hats will not compress the
fi‘ontal temporal and occipital arteries.
J*%dゐal Becord・ Contains several interesting
PageS On ∞nStipation. Dietetic treatment is espec-
iany r6co頭‾mended, a16O eXerCise and hydrotherapy.
Foi exercise, bicycling, gOlf; raising and lowering
the legstoand from the vertical are advised. As a
remedy, CaSCara is excellent when constipation lS
resuIt of defective expulsive powel. Or tO SPaSm. It
is best given at night only.
焔dわa1 Recoγd・ Insomnia. ARussian remedy
is to have a dog sleep in the room and preferably in
the same bed・ It maybe through a sense of com-
Panionship, or One Of security, Or it may act suggest-
ively; at any rate it is said at times to proveofvalue
when other means fail.
脇dical 1?ecord.　The relative value of iodide
Salts in′the tiea癌nent of syphi]is・ I. All the iodide
POSSeSS marked antisyphititic properties. 2. Iodide
Of K is as a general rule the most active) but iodide
Of rubidium is often better tolerated and seems to be
Of equalvalue. 3. When KI is not well toleratedへ`
recourse should be had at once to iodide of sodium,
which usdalIy proves an e餓cient substitute. 4. Iodide
Of §trOntium has no advantage and should be avoided
in syphilitic headache. 5. Iodide of ammonium
ought to be reserved for certain severe cases of syph-
ilisin which KI has failed or produced but little
eflect言t is particuIarly serviceable in tertiary erup-
tions. 6. Iodide oflithium or ofcalcium acts more
嶺owly and less surely.
→移0諦栃露揚ai扇形d S従者〆cal称%r杉al, Nov.工手
Pulmonary tub壷culosis・ Commorl errOrS in treating
are f議lure to make an臆early diagnosis. If a su捜ic-
ious cough is present make physical examination,
and if tuberculosis -COn包itio竃〕
Patient of his condition. Put him at once in the
best possible co d誼on for his recovery and give him
hope if he folIows the given instiuctions. Cough
SyruP, COd liver oil and aIらohoHc st王mulants hasten
the decline of patients. Dr. Bowditch considers the
most impo工tant SymPtOmS Of incipient phthisis to be
the quali y f the puls ? the temperatul.e and the
COndit on of the digestive organs. A rapid? feeble
Pulse)鼠uctuating temperatureタdyspnea) a PaSty Or
dusky complexion and poor digestion are symptoms
Very froquently if not usually entirely inconsistent
With‾a truly incipient form of pulmonary disease)
even when physical signs-in the chest are very few
Or lacking by quscultation and percussion. These
CaSeS treat at homeニ　The corisumptive need nof feel
himself an outcast if his亀iends are taught that with
absolute cleanliness ofthe patient himse埠care鮒dis・
POSal of the sputa) and attention to the general health
Of th se about him, there n合ed be no danger to、 his
friends・ Fltigge,s theory as to bacilli being present
in small dlOPletiafter coughing is extreme and the
dangers overestimated・ Dr. Ingalls says that ]ongI
narrow) flat-Chested individuals aie prone to tubercu-
losis. They should take breathing exercises書draw
in the abdominal walls and t証e Iong, deep breaths,
shoulders carried backward and l.ibs and sternum
elevated as far as possible. He should hold his
breath for a few seconds and then blow it out stowうy
and forcibly through a small opening between the
lips. Systematic phySicaI training enlarges these
chests.
M右dわal N玄妙S.待工鳳 lations of Oxygen in Acute
Affections of tlle Lungs.,, Inhalations of oxygen are
now v ry commonly leSO重七ed to in chest a厳癌ions
When the dyspnea becomes mal.ked. This whoIe
artic s w ll wolth reading.
A very practical article by Dr・ Blech onくくAseptic
Surgery in General Practice,’’is folind ‾in the.A7a殺
第巌M空あa之弟z‘r符al for Nov・ 26. He believes
the geneia丁prac itioner should hot try to prapa記the
materials needed) but should use factory prepared
gauze’Sutur S, ba dages’etC. Gives hints fer pre・
parations under lir融ed facilities,ニ　臆
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Clas? Photographe干S
B. U. MedicaI,’99.
More_ COl宣ege臆and class pictures tha血書all other Bosto穐
Photographers and a叩ple facilities for yet- mOre∴ ・ ・ ・
Stric規y∴ high含grade productions. CARBONS, PLAT霊N=
UMS, and our new and matchless C-ENNAS.
Class rate9 may be secured by friends of students
application to Photo. Committee.
Studio, 1牽6　Tremont St.,　=　　Boston.
Boston U血versity School of臨e鵬ine.
TWENTY細SIXTH YEAR 1898-,99.
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言。,h繋驚謹紫C艶話㌣hundred beds, 1S the largest Hom印athicHospltal of its class in the world・ and affords unequal!ed cllnlCal advalitages
FumlShes year置y拙y thousand prescript10nS) and its twelve departments oHむdalIy clmlCS m WhlCb may be seen nearly every varlety Of dlSease
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UBBELL & Mc
APくプロ回を登量産CA賢登臨垂董,
=A¥ Complete Stock of a11 Drugs and Fine Chemicals.=
Ålso ・a Fu1=,lne oi all HO間鴨OP肌HIO PREP榔TIONS,冒INTURES ENI)皿BIIET TRITUR肌ES.
駒oan give you Lowest Priees on Clinical皿OmOmetors and Hypodormic Sy血ges and ovory
ono warrantod.恥O血mablo if not satisfactory.
Aもo血zers, IIot耽もer I cttles組d Fo咄a血Syringes of all馳ds a Specia吋
ANT|SEPT|C DRESSINGS AND　緋CK ROOM臆SUPPh|ES.
AGENTS FOR臆JOHN WYETH　&　BROS’タ　PREPARATIONS重
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帥馳軸の融輔醜縦軸軸
館融Co画SO官鵬脚iⅢ蝿$踊0融$脚(融屯8S
668 Wash王ngton Sも裏, ∴BO$TON。
About opposite Beach Street.
①遍慶喜避雷　璽まヽ7’】田植母貴国番語遅参.
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主軸。雨
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TRUESDAL巴BROS.,
『吐ORIS丁S,
Funeral Designs a Specialty.
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCAS10NS,
I42 DUDLEY STREET,Nex器Sfer
BOSTON.
TELEPHONE, RoxBURY 2O7-3.
ALBERT E. CROSS, Class 1900.
OPTICIAN,
Watches、 Jewelry, and Optical Goods of a11 kinds. Ocu持sts’
PreSCriptions carefully filled.
Discount tO Students.
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